MICHIGAN FILM CREDIT FAQs
GENERAL
What is the Michigan film incentive?
The film incentive, officially called the film production credit, is a refundable, assignable tax credit of up to
42% of the amount of a production company’s expenditures (depending upon type) that are incurred in producing
a film or other media entertainment project in Michigan.
Who qualifies?
The film production credit is available to “eligible production companies;” that is, entities that are “in the
business of producing qualified productions.” The term “production” popularly means an entire movie or media
entertainment project. The term “production company” therefore refers to the company that bears the overall
responsibility for making (or producing) the movie or other entertainment project as a whole. Companies that
are vendors to a production company do not qualify for the credit.
What is the difference between the 40% credit and the 42% credit?
Qualifying expenditures made in a designated Core Community in Michigan are eligible for a 42% credit.
Qualifying expenditures made in a “non-core” community in Michigan are eligible for a 40% credit. The
Michigan Film Office has the list of qualifying Core Communities on their website, along with a Michigan map
showing their locations.
Is above the line talent covered as well as below the line?
Yes. Compensation payments made to above the line personnel, such as producers, directors, writers, and
actors, are “direct production expenditures” eligible for the 40% – 42% credit amount. Compensation payments
made to below the line personnel, such as technical crew members, may be either “qualified personnel
expenditures” eligible for the 30% credit amount, or “direct production expenditures” eligible for the 40% – 42%
credit.
Who qualifies for 30%?
Compensation payments made by a production company to below the line personnel who were not residents of
Michigan for at least 60 days before approval of the agreement between the production company and the
Michigan Film Office will be “qualified personnel expenditures” eligible for a 30% credit.
Who qualifies for 40%?
Compensation payments to above the line personnel regardless of residency, as well as compensation payments
made to below the line personnel who were residents of Michigan for 60 days or more before approval of the
agreement between the production company and the Film Office, will be direct production expenditures eligible
for a 40% – 42% credit.
What does it mean to be a resident?
A below the line crew member will be considered a resident if they are in Michigan for more than 60 days before
an agreement is approved. Residency must be proven with a Michigan driver's license or a Michigan voter's
registration card.
When do I get my credit?
Once the production company has completed all production-related work in Michigan, it must request a postproduction certificate from the Michigan Film Office. After all submitted expenditures have been certified to
qualify for the credit, the Film Office will issue the post-production certificate, which sets forth the amount of
the production company’s credit.
The production company must then file a Michigan Business Tax return at the end of its tax year to claim its
credit, attaching a copy of the post-production certificate to its tax return. Error-free returns claiming refundable
film production credits are expected to be processed in 3 – 4 weeks. A production company may also assign all
or a portion of the credit received to other parties.

DIRECT PRODUCTION EXPENDITURES
What is a “direct production expenditure”?
A qualifying “direct production expenditure” must satisfy four criteria. It must be i) made in this state, ii) not a
qualified personnel expenditure, iii) directly attributable to the production or distribution of a “qualified
production”, and iv) subject to taxation in this state.
What does “made in this state” mean?
In a general sense, it means the expenditure must directly benefit Michigan’s economy in some way, and that
Michigan-based businesses are benefited rather than out-of-state businesses.
In a more specific sense, “made in this state” implies the following standards: i) tangible personal property and
services must be acquired by the production company from a source within Michigan, and ii) services must be
wholly performed within Michigan.
What does “a source within Michigan” mean? Can it be anyone who is doing business in any way in
Michigan?
No. In order to qualify for film production credit purposes a “source within Michigan” must have an established
physical presence that included both a non-temporary “bricks and mortar storefront” and at lease one full time
permanent employee.
Can it be a business that just started, say, a month ago?
Possibly. The requirements of “non-temporary” and “permanent” mean, generally, a presence of at least one
year. The one year standard could be met with a prior presence as well as a planned future presence evidenced
by a documented commitment, such as entering into a one year lease for office space.
What about “pass throughs”?
Simple pass through transactions will not qualify as “direct production expenditures” “made in this state”.
However, in general, the existence of an added markup by the permanent Michigan business that is consistent
with industry norms would suggest that the transaction has economic substance in Michigan and is not merely a
pass through transaction. Therefore it is likely to qualify.

PAYROLL PROCESSING SERVICES
Can I obtain a credit for payroll processing services performed outside of Michigan?
No, only services performed entirely within Michigan qualify for the credit.
Would it qualify if the payroll processing company had an employee in Michigan to handle the data transfer?
No, because the service still is not being performed in Michigan. The payroll processing business would
qualify only if the payroll services were entirely performed in Michigan.
Does the answer change if the payroll processing business is the “employer of record” for the employees
whose payroll is being processed?
No, the nature of the transaction remains substantially that of payroll processing because the true employer of
the employees whose payroll is being processed is the film production company.

FRINGE BENEFITS
Are fringe benefits paid to crew members such as the employer’s share of FICA, health insurance, and so
forth eligible for the Film Production Credit?
Yes, the described fringe benefits are eligible for the Film Production Credit.
Are such expenditures considered “direct production expenditures” eligible for a 40% - 42% credit, or are
they “qualified personnel expenditures” eligible for a 30% credit?
That depends on whether the crew members are above or below the line, and for below the line crew whether
they are residents of Michigan.
Which type qualifies for the 40-42 percent?
Fringe benefits paid to above the line crew members, such as producers, directors, writers, and actors, as well as
fringe benefits paid to below the line crew members who were residents of Michigan for 60 days or more before
approval of the agreement between the production company and the Film Office, will be direct production
expenditures eligible for a 40% - 42% credit.
And the 30 percent?
Fringe benefits paid to below the line crew members who were not residents of Michigan for at least 60 days
before approval of the agreement between the production company and the Michigan Film Office are qualified
personnel expenditures eligible for a 30% credit.
Are there restrictions on the amounts paid to any of these people?
Total payments to any one employee are capped for purposes of the credit at $2,000,000 – regardless of whether
the employee is a Michigan resident or not.
Why is there a difference?
To encourage production companies to employ Michigan residents, particularly when hiring below the line crew
members.
INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING
Does a production company that fails to withhold or insure that the personal services company (“PSC”) or
professional employment organization (“PEO”) withholds lose an otherwise available film credit?
Yes. An eligible production company that fails to properly withhold would be considered delinquent on an
obligation to the state of Michigan, disqualifying it for the tax credit. An eligible production company must also
ensure that any PSC or PEO that it employs to provide personnel withhold for the personnel to obtain the credit.
This means that if the PSC or PEO do not withhold individual income tax then the eligible production company
must withhold to qualify for the credit. An eligible production company will be considered delinquent if neither
it nor the PSC or PEO withhold. The eligible production company, however, may cure a delinquency by paying
the withholding. Upon payment its entitlement to the tax credit will be reinstated.
PRODUCTION INSURANCE
Does production insurance purchased from an out-of-state insurance company through a Michigan based
broker/agent qualify as a direct production expenditure?
Yes, the law specifically provides credit for this type of expense as long as the company is indeed “Michigan
based.”
Define “Michigan-based” for insurance agents.
An insurance agent is based in Michigan if the insurance agent has a bricks and mortar storefront in Michigan
with at least one full time employee and at least a one year Michigan presence.

NON-MICHIGAN PURCHASES
Does the purchase of tangible personal property purchased from a source outside of Michigan qualify for the
credit if the seller collects and remits Michigan sales or use tax?
No. Only purchases from Michigan vendors qualify for the credit. Generally, that means a vendor that has been
in business with a bricks and mortar storefront for at least one year and has at least one fulltime employee.
Additionally purchases must be subject to Michigan tax. Paying tax on the transaction, in itself, is not enough to
qualify for the credit.

RENTALS
Is the rental of specialized motion picture equipment from a vendor located outside Michigan (and whose
inventory is also located outside Michigan) a qualified direct production expenditure?
No.
What if the rental is handled by a Michigan based rental vendor?
Yes, in that case, if the transaction occurs between the qualified film production company and a Michigan
based rental business the expenditure would qualify for credit. However, the transaction must have economic
substance and not merely be a pass through transaction.
How is that determined?
A transaction has economic substance if there is an industry norm markup by the Michigan vendor, and would
be further demonstrated if the Michigan vendor and the non-Michigan vendor were unrelated.

INFRASTRUCTURE CREDIT
Do non-permanent fixtures such as honeywagons (a type of multi-room trailer used by film and television
productions) and star trailers (larger trailers typically used by celebrities) qualify for the infrastructure
credit?
No, the credit is not available for mobile tangible assets, such as honeywagons and trailers that are designed to
be moved from location to location.

TAX RETURN FILING
Is a taxpayer required to file an MBT tax return in order to obtain a film credit or refund?
Yes, a taxpayer is required to file an MBT return in order to obtain a film credit or refund.
If so, may the return be filed early (before the end of the return year)?
No, the MBT return may not be filed before the end of the return year. A taxpayer must file its annual return at
the end of the return year to claim the credit, and any refund.
If the taxpayer files at the end of the return year, assuming there are no glitches with the return, when can
the refundable tax credit be expected?
You can expect an error-free return to be processed within 3-4 weeks of filing.

RECIPROCITY WITH MICHIGAN
If an employee on a production is a resident of a state with a reciprocal tax agreement with Michigan (i.e.
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin and Minnesota), and no Michigan tax is withheld, are wages
paid to the employee eligible for the film credits even though there is no withholding as a result of the
reciprocal agreement?
Yes, if all other requirements are met. The statutory requirement that an expenditure must be “subject to
taxation under the income tax” is considered met.

INTEREST ON FILM PRODUCTION LOAN
Is a production company’s interest expense associated with production financing eligible for film production
credit?
Yes, provided that 1) the financing is obtained from a bank or other lender with a bricks and mortar
storefront and at least one full time employee and one year of physical presence in Michigan, and 2) all
loan services are performed in Michigan, and 3) an appropriate rate of interest is charged to the production
company.
If so, does capitalized interest qualify?
No, as only expenditures qualify for the credit and under capitalized interest payment is deferred to a future
date.
Does interest that continues to accrue post-Michigan activity qualify?
Only interest actually paid up to the point in time a post production credit certificate is requested will qualify.

AMENDMENT OF PRODUCTION COMPANY ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES (BUDGET)
What process and procedures should be followed when a production company underestimates their budget
and seeks an increase to a previously approved credit?
Production companies should send a letter to the Film Office with a revised budget, revised total and
Michigan expenditures, and identifying the new credit they are seeking. The letter should be signed by an
authorized representative.
How will additional credits be granted?
Approval of additional credits is not automatic. The State will respond with a letter authorizing additional
credits if the request is approved.
Will expenditures made before the State authorized the additional credit amount qualify for credit?
Expenditures made prior to written approval by the State will not qualify for credit.

PER DIEMS, LIVING ALLOWANCES, CAR AND MEAL ALLOWANCES
Are per diem expenses, living allowances, and car and meal allowances eligible for film production credits?
No, because they are generally not subject to taxation as the law requires. However, to the extent that the
payment exceeds federal income tax limits and is considered taxable for federal purposes the excess will be
eligible for credit.

BOX RENTALS
Are box rental expenses paid to employees eligible for film production credits?
Yes, because they are generally subject to taxation as required by law. However, if they are not subject to
federal income tax it is likely they will not be subject to Michigan tax and therefore will not qualify for
credit.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Are workers’ compensation insurance expenditures eligible for film credit?
Workers’ compensation insurance is considered a fringe benefit, and fringe benefits are generally eligible
for film credit as wages or compensation.

REFUND OF FILM PRODUCTION CREDITS
Must a Michigan Business Tax annual return be filed to obtain a refund of a film production credit?
Yes, because Michigan’s film credit incentive is a tax credit under the MBT and must be established
through the filing of a tax return.

EXPENDITURES PRIOR TO AGREEMENT APPROVAL
Will expenditures made prior to approval of a film production credit agreement be eligible for credit?
Only expenditures for productions that were begun between February 28, 2008 and April 7, 2008 will be
eligible for credit when the expenditure is made prior to approval of a film production credit agreement.
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